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R. Castelijns and H. Löhner
KVI Groningen, Zernikelaan 25, 9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands
(Reeived January 29, 2002)
For the ombined setup of the Crystal Barrel and TAPS at ELSA in




. The reation is
haraterised by the nal state of 6 photons and a forward emitted proton.
Here we report on results of simulations to demonstrate the feasibility of
the experiment. From the threshold behaviour of the ross setion and





the K threshold, whih may mix with the two lower lying S
11
resonanes
and thus provide an explanation for the unusually strong  branhing of
the S
11
(1535) resonane. The hyperon polarisation an be studied as a
sensitive tool to determine the various resonane admixtures.
PACS numbers: 25.20.Lj, 13.30.Eg, 13.60.Le, 13.60.Rj
1. Introdution
The spetrum of baryon exitations is not yet well desribed on basis of
QCD. Theoretial studies of baryon resonanes take into aount the internal
degrees of freedom of the avour triplet of light u; d and s quarks. Mod-
els dier, however, in the treatment of the spatial dynamis whih provides
dierent modes of exitation. A stringent test of hadron models requires
a systemati study of baryon exitations and their respetive deay modes
into the mass region of 1 GeV above the nuleon mass and beyond. Re-
ent preditions in a quark-pair reation model [1℄ or a olletive string-like
three-quark model [2℄ revealed substantial deay branhes into K and K
nal states. Kaon prodution experiments will be an important tool to es-
tablish or disprove missing resonanes and thus to determine the relevant
degrees of freedom of quark models. The observed  deay branhes of S
11
baryon resonanes seem to nd an explanation in mixing with other exoti

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resonanes of pentaquark nature or with quasi-bound S
11
states near the





aessible via the multiphoton-proton deay hannel, in photoexitation of
the proton may provide a signature of an additional S
11
resonane.
2. Photoprodution of -mesons
The photoprodution of -mesons in the seond resonane region is om-
pletely dominated by the exitation of the S
11
(1535) nuleon resonane [3℄
whih so far is the only known nuleon resonane with a strong branhing
into the N-hannel. The struture of the S
11
(1535) in terms of the quark
model is still poorly understood. Alternatively, the S
11
(1535) resonane
was treated as a quasi-bound K -state [4℄ whih may explain the large N
branhing, or as a quasi-bound N (penta-quark) state [2℄.
Of partiular interest is the Q
2




. For an extended, moleular-like objet one expets a
muh faster drop of the oupling with the momentum transfer than for a on-
ventional three-quark resonane. The experimental values show a very at
Q
2
-dependene [5℄ whih is onsistent with a three-quark nature. Therefore,
if a quasibound K -state exists, it should be strongly mixed with the three-





resonane [6℄ near the two S
11
resonanes predited by the
quark model and near the K threshold. Although suh a resonane has not
been established, there is some evidene for an S
11
resonane with mass 1712
MeV and width 184 MeV from a reent VPI analysis [7℄ of N elasti sat-
tering data. The partial wave analysis indiates [8℄ a muh stronger oupling
of this resonane to the K nal state as ompared to the nearby S
11
(1650)
resonane, whih only ouples strongly to the N nal state. Similar to the
S
11
(1535) resonane whih lies just above the N threshold, the postulated
S
11
(1710) resonane lies just above the K threshold (see Fig. 1).




resonane is further enhaned by
threshold eets. The leading Born terms are dominated by the ontat term
whih is proportional to the harge of the photoprodued meson and thus




hannel. Therefore the S-wave determines the thresh-










tion. Systemati data in the threshold region are needed in order to establish
suh a resonane and an be ahieved with the ombination of Crystal Bar-
rel and TAPS at ELSA [9℄. In the future studies of the threshold behaviour
may also beome possible with the upgraded MAMI and the ombination of
Crystal Ball and TAPS [10℄.




Channel : : : 901
Fig. 1. Position of the S-wave nuleon resonanes and the threshold energies for










was measured [11℄ with the SAPHIR dete-
tor at ELSA. A total of 405 events was aumulated in the photon energy
range from threshold up to 1.55 GeV, whih orresponds to a. 200 MeV in
















were studied. Events were
ompletely reonstruted from the inident photon energy and the three
harged partiles in the nal state. The data are shown in the lower left
part of Fig. 2 (from Ref. [11℄ and [12℄) and are a good basis for the event-
rate estimate. This experiment improved onsiderably the quality of older
data [13℄ whih are indiated in the gure by the open irles. Fig. 2 also





the required quality for a study of the threshold behaviour. The data are
ompared with a tree-level approximation [12,14℄ of the kaon photoprodu-
tion proess. Earlier alulations inluded an overall hadroni form fator
multiplied to the entire amplitude, whih leads to violation of gauge invari-
ane. The solid and dashed lines inlude the ontat diagram in the Born
terms in order to restore gauge invariane. Violation of unitarity is partly
reovered by absorbing resattering ontributions in eetive oupling on-
stants. Guided by oupled hannels results, a tree-level amplitude was on-











model inludes resonanes that were found to give important ontributions
in oupled hannels alulations. It is found that the reation mehanism
is resonane dominated in all isospin hannels. The urves in Fig. 2 show
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on the lower right) as funtion of W . The urves show results from
an isobar alulation with (solid) and without (dashed) inlusion of the P
13
(1720)
resonane. Older data [13℄ are displayed by the open irles.
the alulations with (solid) and without (dashed) inlusion of the P
13
(1720)
resonane. However, for a preise determination of the resonane ontribu-




hannel, e.g., to indiate a strong S-wave ontribution by
a steep rise at threshold, the data are not preise enough. For this purpose
an exitation funtion is required with W -bins around 20 MeV and error
bars below 5%, and orresponding angular distributions. This is the goal of










deays with a BR of 51.6% into

0
p. The reation is thus haraterized by the nal state of 6 photons and
a forward emitted proton with a total branhing ratio of 15.6%.




Channel : : : 903
4. Crystal Barrel and TAPS setup at ELSA
The ombination of the Crystal Barrel detetor (CB), onsisting of 1380
CsI
2
rystals, and the TAPS photon spetrometer, onsisting of 528 BaF
2
rystals, oers almost 4 aeptane (see Fig. 3) and exellent energy and po-
sition resolution for the nal-state photons in the proposed reation. TAPS
will be plaed in a wall onguration with hexagonal boundaries at forward




at a distane of 1.2 m
from the target enter. The target, a 5 m long liquid hydrogen ell, is
surrounded by the SCIntillating FIbre inner detetor (SCIFI), overing the
solid angle of the CB. The SCIFI allows to orrelate the measured position
of harged partiles with the orresponding luster of detetors in the CB
and it ats as veto ounter for neutral partiles.
30˚
Fig. 3. Side view of Crystal Barrel and TAPS setup at ELSA. The Crystal Barrel
is modied to leave on opening one of 30
Æ
for the forward region to be overed by
TAPS onsisting out of 528 BaF
2
rystals in a wall at a distane of 1.2 m from the
target enter.
TAPS an identify harged partiles online by the thin plasti CPV oun-
ters in front of eah rystal and in addition oine by the pulse-shape analysis
of the BaF
2
signals and the time of ight. Protons with kineti energy above
400 MeV will ause signiant leakage of shower energy. With a time resolu-
tion of 0.2 ns () the kineti energy up to 600 MeV an be reovered from the
TOF information. In the results of simulations presented here, the kineti
energy of protons was derived from the summed energy of all six photons
in the desired reation observing energy onservation. The diretion of pro-
tons was determined from the measured position in TAPS or the CB. This
method is appliable in the full energy range.
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5. Results from simulations
For various reations data sets of 100 k events were generated and anal-
ysed aording to the experimental onditions. Sine both TAPS and the
CB have been used extensively in previous experiments, their response is
well known and inorporated aordingly. The geometrial aeptane is









CB. Absorption of partiles in the sattering hamber and the SCIFI has
been taken into aount by energy thresholds of 10 MeV and 50 MeV for
photons and protons, respetively.
5.1. Detetion eieny




has been simulated for xed photon energies
of 1.2, 2.0 and 2.5 GeV. For the nal state population the phase spae distri-
bution was assumed whih appears to be the most appropriate assumption
near threshold and expeting an S or P wave ontribution. The energy and
angle distribution for photons and protons show that the high energy pho-
tons are mostly found in TAPS and that the reation an be triggered by the
appearane of a proton in TAPS. In 68% (26%) of the aepted events the
proton and at least one photon (at least 2 photons) are deteted in TAPS.
This signature allows to set up a very eient trigger in order to selet
desired events.
From the 6 photon four-momenta and the proton four-momentum as
deteted by TAPS and CB the nal-state partiles were subsequently reon-








hyperon, e.g., an be reonstruted with a sig-
nal : bakground ratio of a. 10:1. After subtrating the residual smooth
ombinatorial bakground we reover 55% of all simulated reations. This
number is omposed out of a geometrial aeptane of 91% and a survival
probability of 64% for the subsequent uts.
5.2. Bakground
The nal state signature of the desired reation an be produed by var-
ious ompeting reation hannels whih might thus ontribute to the ombi-





mass peak. We have simulated
the following hannels whih are expeted to give the strongest ontribution
















with a ross setion of a. 1.2 b at 2 GeV and a branhing ratio of 8%.




Channel : : : 905
As a worst ase senario we assume the exitation of high lying resonanes;
these may deay via 2
0
deay into a lower lying resonane whih subse-
quently deays by 
0
emission to the proton; sine we deal with broad reso-
nanes these reations an be reasonably well simulated by the phase-spae
distribution of 3 
0








with a ross setion below 1 b at 1 GeV, i.e., a fator of 2 larger than
the expeted ross setion for K , and a branhing ratio of 96%.
Two ross setion estimates for () were studied. From MAMI data at 800
MeV the dierene between the inlusive ross setion and individually de-
termined hannels was onsidered and orreted for the harged pion ontri-






hannel at 2.6 GeV eletron energy and uses the fration of data not stem-
ming from the  hannel [16℄. Both estimates give an upper limit for the
ross setion of about 0.5 to 0.8 b.
From reations (a) and (b) only a few events survive the kinematial uts
so that at most 10 out of 100 k simulated events are deteted. Considering
the ross setions and branhing ratios we estimate a bakground ontribu-
tion of 0.2%. The worst ontribution stems from reation () where at 1.2
GeV photon energy still 16k events out of 100 k simulated events survive the




ase and give rise to a smooth
ombinatorial bakground. Considering the branhing ratios and that the
ross setion for this reation may be at most two times larger than for the
desired reation, we are left with a signal:bakground ratio of 1:2. The bak-
ground due to reation () dereases by a fator 2 with inreasing photon
energy from 1.2 to 2 GeV due to the wider phase spae distribution. Thus
at higher energy the signal:bakground ratio approahes 1:1.
The main trigger requires the tagger signal in oinidene with a harged
partile either in TAPS or in the forward half of the SCIFI detetor. We
estimate an average trigger eieny of 50% for seleting good events. The
following results are determined on basis of 1000 hours of beam expeted for
this experiment during 2002 and applying realisti experimental and analysis
onditions, e.g., 50% analysis eeieny was used for the atual reovery of
six photons in one event.
5.3. Cross setions and hyperon polarisation
The expeted exitation funtion for K photoprodution is shown in
Fig. 4 and ompared to existing data. With a onsiderable improvement on
the auray we an expet muh higher sensitivity to resonane admixtures.
The energy (W ) dependene of the simulated data is taken aording to the
alulation shown in Fig. 2 by the solid urve.
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 CB/TAPS phase space simulation
O Saphir data (M. Goers et al.)
+Σ)0, Kγp(
Fig. 4. Exitation funtion for K photoprodution with the SAPHIR data (open




as funtion of W . The lled squares indiate the
results of this simulation with the expeted auray.
Kθcos 















 CB/TAPS phase space simulation
O Saphir data (M. Goers et al.)
Bin size: 100 MeV (W)
 at 1.2 GeV+Σ)0,Kγp(
Fig. 5. Dierential ross setion for K photoprodution with the SAPHIR data




as funtion of the osine of the K
0
CM angle. The
simulated data are shown by lled squares and alulated at similar energy and for
the same W bin width of 100 MeV.
The results for the dierential ross setion are shown in Fig. 5. For the
same binning in energy and kaon enter-of-mass angle the error bars of the
new data will be onsiderably smaller.
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Kθcos 















 CB/TAPS phase space simulation
O Saphir data (M. Goers et al.)
In coarse bin: 1.69-1.90 GeV (W)
+Σ)0,Kγp(
Fig. 6. Currently available 
+
polarisation data [11℄ (open sirles) as funtion of
the osine of the K
0
CM angle at an average CM energy of 1.8 GeV for an energy
bin of 210 MeV. The lled squares show the simulated polarisation P = 0 of the

+
as funtion of the osine of the K
0
CM angle at the same energy and for the
same W bin width of 210 MeV.
The expeted auray of the results from the new measurement allows
to shed a new light on the analysis of the reoil polarisation. Polarisation
observables stem purely from resonane ontributions and are therefore an
important tool to study the resonane onguration. The presently available
data in a oarse energy bin of 210 MeV are shown in Fig. 6 as a funtion of
theK
0
CM angle. A omparison of these data with the model of [12℄ requires
muh higher auray in order to determine resonane ontributions. Fig. 6
shows the quality of the data that an be ahieved in the new experiment.
A polarisation P = 0 was assumed and the error in 6 angle bins and for
60 MeV bins in W an be kept muh below the presently available auray.
6. Conlusions
With the ombined setup of the Crystal Barrel and TAPS at ELSA a
number of neutral deay modes of nuleon resonanes an be studied with
high detetion eieny and preision. The analysis of the exitation fun-




hannel will provide valuable data for a oupled hannels analysis of nuleon
resonanes above the K threshold. This investigation may lead to a better
understanding of the properties of the S
11
(1535) resonane. First promis-
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ing results on the detetion of neutral deay modes have been obtained in





hannel has been presented in another ontribution [17℄
to this workshop.
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